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ABSTRACT 

The improvement of traffic forecasting me
thods in TLP has been a reality since some years 
ago. As a matter of fact, network planning requi
res a greater performance in prediction traffic 
algorithms. In order to achieve this purpose we 
have been studying the use of Kalman filters. 

The scope of the paper is to analyse the way 
we try to overcome some usual difficulties rela
ted to the implementation of these models, namely 
the problem of the knowledge of Q and R matrices, 
and to show an application of Kalman filters to 
traffic forecasting in TLP network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Our dynamic process was modeled using empiri 
cal data and the knowledge of telephone traffic -
behaviour in the routes we have been studying. 

We assume to have a discrete linear system 
described by the following state-space equations 
concerning process and measurement models: 

~+l ~k~k + Ak~k + ~k 

~k Hk~ + ~k 

where: 

~- state vector 

u --k deterministic input 

w --k 
state error vector 

~ -k 
transition matrix 

A -k 
input matrix 

~k - measurement vector 

H -
k 

observation matrix 

~k - measurement noise 

We supose that ~k and ~k 

vector 
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are independent 

ro mean gaussian white processes and 
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ze-

It is possible to derive estimates for the 
process using a Kalman filter based upon the des
cribed model. The computation of optimal estima
tes, which yields to the minimum covariance of 

the error, can be obtained by the well known ite
rative procedure defined by the equations: 
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where: 

~k is the innovation seque~ 
ce 

P
k 

is the error covariance matrix. 

In. the.sequ~l we will consider ~k ' Hk and 
Ak as t1me 1nvar1ants. 

These equations assume the knowledge of all 
matrices involved. Although, in practice some of 
them are usually unknown and in fact in our model 
remains unsolved the problem of the identificati
on of Q and R matrices. To identify their elemen
ts we began to study the behaviour of the model 
concerning Q and R variations, using a simulation 
procedure described in the next section. 

2. SIMULATION 

We are going to analyse the simulation of a 
traffic flow using a two-dimensional model, with
out deterministic events, whose state variables 
are the traffic value ~ and its growth rate xk . 

If we consider the model 

~+l xk + *k + wlk 

Xk+l *k + w2k 

and the measurement model 

the transition and the observation matrices will 
be 

~= [~ tJ and H = [1 0 ] 

Let us consider a simulation procedure inclu 
ding a random process generator (RPG) which provi 

s s s 
des the errors simulated values, wlk ' w2k ' v

k
, as 
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well as the starting traffic value x~ • If we as-1n 
sume Q and R time invariants it can be illustra
ted as follows: 

x. 
-In 

(Q;R) 

Fig. 1 - Simulation Procedure 

i i i . i i 
w~ere Yi = (qll' q22' r ll ), be1ng Qll' Q22' and 

r~l the diagonal elements of Q and R. 

The filtering initial conditions are.: 

i = E [x ] initial estimate of the state 
-0 -0 

P 
o 

vector x 
-0 

a priori covaria 
nce matrix of x. 

o 

The measurements simulated sequence ~~ is 

filtered for several values of Q and R elements. 
To test the behaviour of the model consider the 
evaluation of the likelihood function F for each 
Yi belonging to a discrete set Yl , Y2,···, Yn ' 

The likelihood function of Y, for N observa
tions ~k' is given by F = F(~l' ~2"'" ~N' y) = 

If ~k is a d-vector and assuming that 

p (~k 1 Zk-l' y) is gaussian with mean ~klY and 

covariance cr~IY' for N independent ~k we can wrire 

F __ 1----:_ ] ~ __ --l~----,--
(21T)d/ 2 ~ 2 11/2 

k=l crkly 

1 exp {- -
2 

On the other side it is known from the Kalman 
filtering theory that the innovation sequence ~k = 

= ~k - H~ is a zero mean gaussian white noise 

(optimal filter) and according to recursive equa
tions of the filter we can write that 

~k H~ 

cr 2 E [ T l k j ~k' v. k -] 

HPkH
T 

+ R 

and compute lnF as 

It is now possible to evaluate lnF after fil 
tering the simulated sequence zks for each y .• In-

- 1 

Fig. 2 we represent the behaviour of lnF regar
ding Q and R variations using the results of one 
simulation procedure. 

InF 

- 1000 

-950 

10 20 30 40 50 60 

Fig. 2 - Graphical illustration of lnF 

The representation of lnF when Q22 varies is 

similar to the curves indicated above, however a 
smaller sensitivity was noticed. 

This simulation process was accomplished 
using a Fortran 77 program - ALUMIS - whose flow
chart can be seen in the Appendix. 

According to this analysis we decided to im
plement the estimation process of Q and R that we 
are going to describe. 

3. EVALUATION OF Q AND R 

As we have seen. the choice of Yi' i.e. the 
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joint estimation of Q and R elements, can be 
accomplished using a maximum likelihood process. 
So, we are going to use a batch of n Ka1man fil
ters each one tunned for Yi belonging to a discr~ 
te set Y1 , Y2, ••• , Yn to process the measurement _ 
sequence ~k' then we evaluate -the likelihood fun
ction for each case and we choose Yf that yields 
to the greatest value of 1nF. 

In Fig. 3 we show how we can reach the esti
mates of Q and R. 

KF - Kalman filter 

LF - Likelihood function 

Fig. 3 - Block diagram of Q and Revaluation 

To set up this process we developed a Fortrcm 
77 program - LUO - whith about 500 instructions 
which allow us to choose Q and R, to filter the 
measurement data and to obtain forecasts for n pe 
riods. From its outputs, Ka1man gain, r.m.s. er-
ror, innovation sequence, etc., we can analyse 
the performance of the filter. 

With LUO we have the possibility of conside
ring deterministic inputs and also, knowing R, to 
determine Q with the process described above as 
we show in the Appendix. 

4. EXAMPLE 

We will consider the application of a Ka1man 
filter model to the measurement data of the traf-

Erl 

200 

- Pro<icted 

- Obserwd 

1982 52 
1983 

fic flow carried by one of a tandem SPC exchange 
outgoing routes. We have at our disposal 157 wee
kly measuremepts. 

Analysing the measurement sequence we thou
ght reasonable to consider a model with a linear 
trend and the superposition of a seasonal behavi
our on summer weeks. In fact in 

~+1 = ~~k + A~k + ~k 
we consider the system also excited by a determi
nistic time varying input ~k due to a disturbance 
occuring on summer, assuming that the uncertainty 
in u is zero. So, we will use as state variables 
x

k 
(~raffic value) and ~ (growth - rate), the tra~ 

s1tion, input and observation matrices being time 
invariants and· having the form: 

A = H = [ 1 o ]. 

We are now able to verify that our second or 
der system is observable and controllable. In fa:t 

rank [ HT 

rank [ A 

2 

2 

Q and R matrices elements were reached using the 
method arising from the simulation process. The 
variation limits and the increase, according to 
the available data, were chosen and those values 
are: 

qll E [ 0.00 

q22 E [ 0.00 

r
ll 

E [ 0.00 

200.00 ] 

0.20 ] 

200.00 ] 

inc 

inc 

inc 

10.00 

0.01 

10.00 

Concerning the initial values x and P they 
were estimated with a linear regres;~on mod~l usi
ng the monthly means serie. Hence 

and 

~ = [ 106.0 ] 
o 0.9 

P 
o = [ 250.00 

0.00 
0.00 ] 
0.64 

In Fig. 4 we plot the measured and the predi 
cted values ~k and ~lk' We indicate also foreca~ 
for 3 periods. 

104 156 

Fig. 4 - Measured and predicted values 
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It becomes clear the existence of the seaso
nal behaviour on summer and it is possible to no
tice also an increase in traffic load level, begi 
ning in April 1984, due to a change in traffic -
routing. , 

1.00 

K 11 Sequence 

0.75 

0.50 ...... -------1
5 

..... 
2 
-------1+04------~15,.....J6 

Fig. 5 - Kalman gain 

As we know from Kalman filtering theory that 
the optimality of the filter is related to the ga 
in and the r.m.s. error, take a look at the plots 
of the Kalman gain and the trace of P in Fig. 5 

d 6 I · . k an . t ~s obv~ous that the system reaches the 
steady state very quickly. 

lOO 

T race of P
k 
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Fig. 6 - Trace of Pk 

On the other hand, we can test the optimal i
ty of the filter keeping in mind that its; necess~ 
ry and sufficient condition is the whiten~s s of 
the innovation sequence ~k = ~k - H~(-) . 

To do so let us estimate, for our example, 
the autocorrelation function of the innovation ~ 
submit it to a statistical test. We will assuwe 
that the most satisfactory estimate of the k: 
lag autocorrelation is 

c k 
r = 

k 

where 

1 

N 

In this case, N = l57, · k = 0,1, ••. ,40. 
Considering r

k 
asymptotically normal, and a 

level of significance of 5%, the confidence limi
ts for r k are ± 0.16 which yields us to the acceE 
tance of the whiteness of the innovation. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have been discussing a possibility to over 
come the problem of determining the unknown ele-
ments of Q and R matrices, and we show in the 
example an application of our process. There is, 
however, some situations for which we know from 
the analysis of the measurement methods the cova
riance structure of ~k' In such cases R is not ti 
me invariant and know~ng it we only have to deter 
mine Q estimates using the process described abo= 
ve. 

The theory of Kalman filters only recently 
have been applied on traffic forecasting in spite 
of some difficulties related to its implementati
on, namely the ones we refer in this paper. 

The solution we propose is easily reached 
yielding to a better accuracy of the forecasts. 
Besides its computer implementation is straight
forward. 
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APPENDIX 

Flowchart of ALUMIS 

Flowchart of L UO 
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